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1. OVERVIEW
Backup is a vital process that makes the functioning of the present day businesses smooth and
secure. No business can do without deploying standard backup software in their IT systems.
The creation of numerous copy files, hard drive storage and database workspace helps to
rescue the loss data in backup softwares. This assists the data loss and rebuilds the initial
contents to the software. This article enhances the open source free solutions for backup and
provides detailed information about the expectation, needs and benefits of the market backup
software.
1. INTRODUCTION
Open Source Backup Software is designed to automate the process of backing up,
making it easier and ensuring that people backup their files regularly those backups
are strongly recommended for computer users, as data loss can be extremely
frustrating.
Most backup software can save the backup in local storage or in a portable storage device. In
some of these, you can also backup registry data along with normal data. Apart from backup,
you can also restore data through this software. However, some of these also provide flexibility
to backup data online.
Source code that anyone can inspect, modify, or enhance with Open source backup software.
These tools are commonly managed and are designed to be publicly accessible and maintained
by organizations with a specific mission in mind. Whatever the open source backup tools
included in this list are surprisingly full-featured, offering an expansive list of capabilities for a
variety of users.
2.1 Various methods of creating Backups?
i. Full PC Backup: Copying the complete source data files, including the associated settings
and configurations of the whole computer system or hard drive, is called Full Disk
Backup.
ii. Differential Backup: Copying only those files that have changed since the last backup
refers to the process of differential backup.
iii. Incremental Backup: Incremental backup acts as an add-on to the already existing
backup. If the source disk has a change of data or new data was added to the source
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disk, then incremental backup automatically adds the newly created extra data only.
iv. Disk Imaging: Disk imaging is the process of creating an archive of the source disk to a
destination disk, which can be later used for making more copies of the hard drive.
v. Disk cloning: Disk cloning creates a clone of the source disk into another hard drive.
vi. Mirror backups: Mirror backup is quite similar to a full backup. But unlike full backup
mirror backup doesn't allow compression of all files together. Files need to be inpidually
compressed if required.
vii. Local Backups: Local backup refers to a backup when the destination disk is kept close
to the source disk. Mostly the storage disk is directly connected to the source computer.
viii. Remote backups: Sometimes, IT administrators take the backup of distant computers
remotely without physically accessing them. This is known as Remote backup.
ix. Cloud backups: The backup data is uploaded to cloud servers directly. A cloud backup
uploads the source disk data to cloud servers directly. Many third-party vendors provide
cloud backup services.
Most of the open source backup software use various synchronization methods to take data
backup. Those are the popular methods of backup, Left to Right (Incremental), Mirror A->
B or vice versa, Synchronize A<-> B, etc. These synchronization methods first compare
data from the main source and destination folder. After that, add, delete, and modify data in
one or both locations.
1. BEST DATA BACKUP ADVISE
1. Golden Rules
An easy-to-remember acronym for a common approach to keeping your data safe is 3-2-1
backup rule in almost any failure scenario. The rule is:
-> Keeps at least three copies of your data
-> Stores two backup copies on different storage media
-> With one of them located offsite.
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Figure 1: 3 Golden Rules
Need for Backup Software
Companies cannot risk storing all the data on a single computer, hard drive, or server. Any
blow to one will wipe out all the valuable data it has. It requires hardware and software
capabilities of backup software to create multiple storage points for the important data.
All backup is not a simple copy and paste function to create duplicate files. Some backups
require complicated backup functionalities such as creating exact duplicate copies of OS,
configurations, and system settings of one computer to another. This cannot be done without
deploying backup software. Even if companies engage hardware to store data, it is not feasible
to keep a backup for such a massive amount of data files.
It is an arduous task for companies to keep the data safe and secure all by themselves. They
need to use the advanced and professional services of data backup software that possess the
expertise and compliance that organizations don't have.
It is not easy for large scale companies to backup the bulk amount of data to external drives
without deploying backup software.
Companies can't process the backup of bulk content in customized formats. There are
functions like compressed data backups, backups of old and new versions, differential and
incremental backups, remote backups, etc. that are not possible without backup software.
Benefits of using Backup Software
Backup software acts as a protection against power failure, abrupt electricity cut-offs, etc.
The data is disaster-proof, more secure, and safe once backup is taken with multiple layers of
security provided by the backup software.
Backup software loads data easily. It saves a lot of time. Companies are spared from wasting
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time in managing the data.
Companies have to bear a lot of cost if they lose valuable data. Backup software saves a lot of
time and costs by safeguarding the data.
Lost files or loss of old versions of important files can cause a massive blow to a company's
profitability. Backup software retains all versions of a document.
An essential backup plan has the capability to retrieve the order from:
Analyzing the error from humans
Failure of disk or RAID
Corruption of system files
Demolition of the data center and etc.
TOP 10 BEST FREE AND OPEN SOURCE BACKUP SOLUTIONS
4.1 Areca
An Areca backup is majorly known for the open source private backup support solution
introduced by GPL that expands General Public License. The enabled users have priority to
choose backup of the files set or directory, select the place where data can be stored and post
backup configuration of process. This software holds encryption of data, compression of files
and various separate functions. Eventually, advanced backup modes are permitted to
customers through areca for example: backup of delta, zip archives and other basic copies of
source files. This is an adaptable solution for Windows and Linux.
4.2 AOMEI
AOMEI is a backupper Standard that provides a brief knowledge on user imaging, backup files,
cloning disks, syncing files and to optimize scheduling. These types of tools are developed in
both User server and Window PC. The data transfer and migration of OS is assessed easier
using Clone Systems, Clone Disks and Clone Partitions. This provides various sets of backup
processes which involve a backup system, backup files, syncing file, backup disks and backup
of partitions.
4.3 Bareos
Here, Bareos is named as Backup archiving recovery open source which performs an offshoot
process. This holds a software backup project on bacula open source. It is entirely an open
source space. Finally, a single computer helps to run the software with different types of disk,
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tape and media backups. At this point Baresos assists to enable IT sector admins which helps
in backup recovery and computer data verifications over various computer Bacula.
4.4 Duplicati
Duplicati software is supported by all kinds of OS such as Windows, MacOs and Linux, as well
as a range of standard protocols, including SS, FTP, cloud services and WebDAV. Strong
encryption is needed for the user's recommendation to find its solution. It is also licensed
under the GPL and most of the users have the ability to store encrypted, incremental,
compressed backups on cloud storage servers and remote file servers. For Addition, the
software offers a range of options, transfer, including filters, deletion rules and bandwidth
options to run backups for certain resources.
4.5 EaseUS
The EaseUS Todo is the key feature of free backup space. This helps the user to backup all
single folders, files, drivers, partitions and full systems. Moreover, users have the capability to
upgrade the clone disk from smaller HDD to huge HDD. Simultaneously, the clone can be
updated from HDD to SDD which performs highly well. This tool permits the user to get their
system back to its actual state with a recovery bootable system.
4.6 Fbackup
FBackup gives an option between advanced modes and wizard modes. In this approach the
backup jobs are created by users to compress the folders and files. Further, these are saved on
local drive, network drive and portable disk. This backup data is scheduled up to date for the
area of processing. While users have all actions to execute the previous and upcoming backup
data to the specific place. In addition, this prefers to obtain an interface on multi-language
solutions.
4.7 Iperius
Here, Iperius software is used for PCs and Servers backup processes. This holds two types of
solutions such as business and advanced. Simultaneously, this software helps in back-uping
data in a stable and reliable manner. It is software with a free version and no license
expiration.
4.8 Paragon
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This creates a partial and full time recovery on backup system files. Eventually, advanced
support is done over the software for recovering the environmental aspects such as ISO image
and Window PE. It is designed for usage of USB drives and Bootable ISO.
4.9 Unitrends
Unitrends includes backup softwares such as free VMware and Hyper-V. Here, Extensive
Vmware backup is used by the users. This secures the free version of 1 TB data. The five major
software editions are: (i) Free Unitrends (ii) Standards (iii) Essentials (iv) Enterprises and (v)
Enterprise plus.
4.10 Urbackup
UrBackup is an open source network used for Windows and Linux backups. It is Client-Server
architecture. Here, a simple setup for open source is built where UrBackup utilizes the
Client/Server backup system. This has a combination of backup files and images to achieve
quick restoration of time and data safeties.
5. Comparisons of top 10 best free and open-source backup solutions
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6. THE ROAD AHEAD
In the coming years, the demand for backup data and software recovery hits the market at the
growth of $14.23. Annually, 9.9 percent of the growth rate tends to increase the market value.
Compared with cyber hygiene all the backups are part of everybody where the loss of data has
an effective cost for all those needed. In a specific way, the investments are secured by
backups that are further converted into data. In the end we hope to protect and don’t drop the
investment.
Backup software is designed to save organizations from any unforeseen event that may cause
them to lose their valuable data. It is like an essential infrastructure that is a must for the
smooth running of the organization's daily operations. It is not something that organizations
may choose to deploy or not, but it is a necessary tool that all businesses should possess
irrespective of the size and scale of their business.
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About the Data Science Foundation
The Data Science Foundation is a professional body representing the interests of the Data
Science Industry. Its membership consists of suppliers who offer a range of big data analytical
and technical services and companies and individuals with an interest in the commercial
advantages that can be gained from big data. The organisation aims to raise the profile of this
developing industry, to educate people about the benefits of knowledge based decision making
and to encourage firms to start using big data techniques.
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